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1. IIVTRODUCTION

There have been many attempts in recent years to model the empirical fact that

volatility seems to vary over time, particularly in the context of financial time series data.

The ARCH and GARCH literature has taken a prominent place in that area. These models

are a natural response to the important empirical finding that the volatility of high-frequency

financial data is characterized by positive autocorrelation, often called "volatility clustering".

This is translated into the fact that the squareà series exhibit much more autocorrelation than

the untransformed series. In ARCH and GARCH models the behaviour of the variance is

typically a function of squares of past shocks to the observed quantity, so that only the

magnitude of these shocks matters and not the sign. However, for modelling stock retums

Black (1976) suggested that volatility tends to rise in response to "bad news", i.e. a negative

shock, whereas it tends to decrease at the occurrence of a positive shock. Nelson (1991) tries

to capture this "leverage` effect by introducing an asymmetric relation between the logarithm

of the variance and past shocks, thus defining the exponential ARCH (EGARCH) models.

A more necently developed stream of literature is that of stochastic volatility models, where

the volatility is attributed its own snochastics. Such models closely correspond to diffusions

used in derivative pricing [see e.g. Melino and Turnbull (1990)]. In stochastic volatility

modets a leverage effect can easily be accommodated through a simple correlation between

the stochastícs of the volatility and of the equation describing the observables. Let us denote

the process governing the observable quantity modelled given the volatility as the

'measurement process", whereas the behaviour of the volatility will be determined by the

'volatility process'. Another important stylizod fact is the occurrence of tails fatter that those

of the Normal in the marginal distribution of the observable, which is partly accounted for

by the mixing structure of both ARCH and stochastic volatility models, even under

conditional Normality of the measurement process. However, this is typically felt to be far

too little for most high-frequency financial data; see e.g. Baillie and Bollerslev (1989),

Nelson (1991) and Ruiz (1994). Consequendy, various non-Normal distributions have been

proposed for the measurement proce.cs.

Geweke (1994a) compares GARCH and stochastic volatility models for exchange rate

data using formal Bayesian model choice criteria and concludes that the stochastic nature of

the volatility pracess inherent in the stochastic volatility model makes it much easier to
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account for sudden large changes in exchange rates.

In this paper, we aim to provide a framework for a feasible exact Bayesian analysis

of stochastic volatility models, where the distributional assumptions are such that a very large

amount of kurtosis in the data can be dealt with. In fact, the sampling density can range from

limiting Normal tails to polynomial tails even much thicker than Cauchy tails, up to the limits

of integrability. This tail behaviour is governed by a single parameter of the measurement

process, while the properties of the volatility process are, thus, free to determine the time

dependence of volatility. This separates both inference and interpretation corresponding to

these two basic empirical regularities: thick tails and volatility clustering. In addition, an

extra parameter is introduced to capture the leverage effect. Finally, a full Bayesian analysis

is provided for the case where the measurement process involves a(possibly nonlineaz)

dependence on lagged endogenous and exogenous variables. For the actual calculations we

will use Monte Carlo Mazkov Chain methods, which will be substantially less demanding

than those required under the usual assumption of Normality. A Bayesian analysis of this

Normal model can be found in Jacquier, Polson and Rossi (1994), a paper which will be

denoted by JPR in the sequel. Inference on any quantity of interest can easily be conducted

in such a Monte Cazlo framework. All computations were conducted on a personal computer

equipped with a 486-100 processor, using Gauss-386 VM version 2.2.

Section 2 describes the sampling model, while the posterior analysis of parameters

and latent volatilities (smoothing) is outlined in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the main

points of the paper through an analysis ofa number of empirical examples involving financial

data. A last section concludes.

2. THE SAMPLING MODEL

We shall focus on a simple model, which wntains all the salient features of stochasdc

volatility models. In the sequel, we shall indicate how an empirically useful extension of the

base model can be dealt with. The first subsection treats the model as it is commonly

presented in the literature, whereas the next subsecdon introduces an alternative stochastic

specification of the model.
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2~1 The Model Under Normalitv

In accordance with the prevailing literature, we shall assume that, conditionally upon

the past, the volatility at time t, say h„ of a series is itself subject to stochastic variation and
follows a simple AR(1) proce.ss. The series of observables {y,} can then, in our basic setup,

be described as generated by the model for t-1,..T:

ln (y~ ) -1n (hc) tln ( u~ )
ln (hc) L a fbin ( hC-1) .a~vc,

(i)

where h, z0, and ~ b ~ c 1 to ensure stationarity. Moreover, we shall assume that each v, has

an independent standard Normal distribution, denoted by N(0,1). As in Geweke (1994a), we
explicitly treat In(h,) as distributed according to N(al(1-b),~), which is its unconditional

distribution if we define ~-a„ZI(1-b~. Most assumptions made in the literature concerning
the rest of the stochastics in (1) imply a Normal distribution for u, as well, as was done in

IPR, Geweke (1994a), Danielsson (1994) and in part of the papers by Shephard (1993,

1994a) and Harvey, Ruiz and Shephard (1994). Even under Normality of u„ the kurtosis of

y, is increased beyond the usual value of 3 by the stochastics on the volatility, to

Kur t (Yc ~ ~ ) ~3 exp ( c2 ) , (2)

where m denotes a sufficient parameterization of (1). Note that the characteristics of the

volatility process completely determine the non-Normality properties of the marginal

sampling distribution.

The structure of (1) does not preserve the Normality of the error term in the

distribution for the observables, however, and estimation of the model becomes quite
complicated. There are three main solutions proposed in the literature:

i) the Method of Moments can be used, as in Melino and Turnbull (1990), leaving us

the rather difficult decision of which moments to use;
ii) pseudo Maximum Likelihood methods using the Kalman filter were proposed in

Harvey, Ruiz and Shephard (1994), who approximate ln(u,2) by a Normal;

iii) exact likelihood-based methods were implemented in Shephard (1993) in a sampling

theoretical framework and in )PR and Geweke (1994a) using Bayesian methods. These

analyses use Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods (see e.g. Smith and Roberts (1993))

and the reliability and efficiency of the computations is adversely affected by the fact
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that the conditional density for the entire T dimensional vector of all volatilities h, can

not be drawn from directly. Rejection sampling or Metropolis techniques [see e.g.

Tierney (1991)] have to be relied on in a very high dimensional space. Danielsson

(1994) uses accelerated importance sampling methods developed in Danielsson and

Richard (1993) to perform the Monte Carlo integration over the latent volatilities.

Geweke (1994b) remarks that in the Normal framework, rejection sampling can be

applied directly, without a Metropolis chain.

JPR conduct a sampling experiment and find that a Bayesian analysis based on the

exact likelihood outperforms the Method of Moments and the psuedo Maximum Likelihood

estimator of Harvey, Ruiz and Shephard (1994). In addition, the Bayesian paradigm provides

a natural framework for prediction, both within the sample (smoothing) and out of sample.

2.2 Alternative Stochastics

Some suggesdons have been made in the literature to change the Normality

assumption. In the context of (1) Harvey, Ruiz and Shephard ( 1994) and Ruiz (1994) discuss

the possibility of letting u, take a Student distribution, whereas Nelson ( 1988) examines the

exponential power distribution, as defined in Box and Tiao (1973, Ch.3) for u,. Shephard

(1994a) defines the Gaussian local scale model by changing the distribution of v„ while

imposing a unit root in the volatility equation (ó-1). This allows an exact Kalman filter to

be derived, at the cost of the unit root assumption. Shephard then defines the generalized

local scale model by using an exponential power distribution for the observables given the

variance. Uhlig ( 1993) presents a Bayesian analysis of a multivariate Gaussian local scale

model, where exact updating formulas can be derived, as in its classical single-equadon

counterpart. However, the posterior analysis still requires numerical methods. Shephard

(1994b) and Mahieu and Schotman (1994) use a finite mixture of Normals to model u, as a

negatively skewed random variable. A Gibbs sampling technique which extends the usual

Gaussian Kalman filter can then be applied.

We propose an exact Bayesian analysis of the model in (1), but with a different

stochastic assumption on u,. The particulaz choice made has two effects:

i) we show how this alternative distribution leads to a much wider class ofdistributions

for the observables with high (or even nonexisting) kurtosis, not only determined by
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the properties of the volatility process, but mainly by a separate parameter;

ii) in spite of adding one parameter to the problem, the actual analysis using Monte

Carlo Markov Chain methods is much simpler than that of exact likelihood-based

methods under Normality, since conditional distributions for the h,'s can easily be

drawn fmm.

The class of distributions we use was introduced in Fernández, Osiewalski and Steel

(1994), where we define Skewed Exponential Power distributions as follows: x E R has a

continuous skewed exponential power distribution denoted as x- SEP(y,q) if and only if its

density function is given by

P(x)~cQexp(-2 (7)o),ifx20

p(x) -cQexp(-2 (-Yx)Q),ifx~0,

where 0c q G oo and 0cy C oo and the integrating constant is

cQ1-2 aP(14 ~) (Y}Y ) .

(3)

(4)

For y-1 we obtain the exponential power class introduced in Box and Tiao (1973, Ch. 3),

but for y different from 1 the distribution in (3) is no longer symmetric. We shall now

complete the definition of the sampling model in (1) by assuming i.i.d. sampling from

ln ( u~ ) }a v~-SEP(Y, 1) (5)

where SER. We thus take a skewed exponential power distribution generalizing the Laplace

distribution to an asymmetric context. Appendix 2 discusses the generation ofpseudo random

variables distributed as SEP(y,1). The parameter ~ controls the correlation between the error

terms of both equations in (1). In fact, we obtain

Corr(ln(u~) , v~~t~) -~
(3 t4 (Y~tY-Z)

For given ~, the absolute value of the correlation is maximized when y-1, i.e. in the

symmetric case. As ~ tends to plus or minus infinity, the correlation will tend to -1 or 1,

respectively. In the case ~-0 u, and v~ are independent for all t and s. T'he leverage effect
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proposed by Black ( 1976) and mentioned in e.g. Nelson ( 1991) would suggest that shacks

in both equations in (1) aze negatively correlated, corresponding to a positive value for ~.

It is interesting to compare the distribution for u, implied by (5) with the usual Normality

assumption. The mazginal density for u, is given by:

ti.l~ ~i ln(u~) -~
p(ut~~)-P(uc~Y,~)-ci l~uc~ ' e~( eYz)~(~- 2Y) I61

z
t~uc~r-lexp(~á ){1-~( ln~~i~l)}]

in the case of general ~, where c, is defined by takilnMgl q-1 in (4) and ~(.) denotes the

cumulative distribution function of the standard Normal distribution. For the special case

5-0, the distribution of u, is characterized by:

p(u ~) -P(u Y) -c I u ' I( u 21) t u r-17( u~1) ], (7)c~ c~ i ~ c~ (1 .'~ ~ c~ ~ c~ ~ c~

with I(.) denoting the indicator function. The marginal distribution of the observables y, can

be shown to have the following density function:

P(Yc~Y,p.a.ó,vv)-ci[IYcI-ti~Y~exp 1 ( a 4 (t- )Z)
2Y 1-ó 4Y

~ ( ln(Y~) -a~ (1-ó) - 1
IB-S~) } ~YcI'-lexpY ( Y (s-(i) 2-a ) (eI

p-S ZY 2 4 1-ó

(1-~ ( ln(Yc)áai (1-ó) t2 I ~-T~))] ,

where r was defined below ( 1). In both (6), (7) and (8) the behaviour of the density function

close to zero will be governed by ~ u, ~ T~ and ~ y, ~ r ', whereas the tails are determined by

~ u, ~{' {'~"~ and ~ Y, I -" "~''. The latter implies that the tails can vary in an extremely wide

range: they will approximate the exponential tails of the Normal for y tending to zem, they

will be like those of a Student with (l ly) degrees of freedom for O c y C 1, Cauchy tails will

be obtained for y-1, and for y~ 1 they will be even heavier. So tails get thicker as y

increases and they can approach tails as fat as u;' and y;'. Sampling moments of In(u,j and

ln(y,~) always exis[, but for u, and y, that is clearly not the case. They only exist up to the

order lly ( not including). Due to the symmetry, odd moments of both u, and y, are zero up

to the order of existence. With the use of Fubini's Theorem, we can easily derive analytical

expressions for the even moments of u~ and y,. In particular, for u, we find
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E(uc~~)~0, if OtY~l
exp ( ~- )

Vaz(uc~~) z 2 , if OCY~ 1
( T-2Y-3) 2

Kurt(uc~~)-exp(~')
(r-2)'(Y`2)~,

if OtY~ 1 .
( Y -4) (Yt4) 4

Generally, even moments are given by (up to lly):

E(uc ~~) -
exP(~~r~~8)

( ~-z) (Ytr)

The variance of u, is an increasing function of y, and can take any value on the positive real

line. Note that any conrelation (positive or negative) between both error terms in (1) increases

the moments. The kurtosis tends to ~ for y tending to 0 and to 114, and has a global

minimum of 9 for ~-0 and for y equal to ~1a3 s 0.1623. Thus, our distributional

assumption in (5) ímplies very high kurtosis values for u, and consequently for the

observables. Of course, if y takes values larger than or equal to 114, the fourth moment and

thus kurtosis do not even exist.

For y, we can derive the following properties:

E(Yc~~) -0, if OCY~i

Var(Yc~~)-exP[~r~e~}~ ~~i')~(~-2Y-3), ifOCY~2

(-'-2)a(Yt2)~
Kurt(Yc~~) -exp [ (p-s)'l ' , if O~Y~ 1 ,

(Y-4) (Y{4) 4

and all odd moments up to order lly are zero. For even rc lly, moments of y, will exist and

aro given by

r exP[r(z~~eité(p-TJZ))
E(Yc~~)-

( Y -r) (Ytr)

from which immediately foUows that a positive value for S, con-esponding to a leverage

effect, can partJy offset the contribudon of the stochastic volatility to the moments of y„ since

the moments depend on (~-r)'. In particular, if leverage occurs to such a degree that ~~ r12,

then the kurtosis of y, (i.e. the marginal sampling kurtosis of the observables) is actually
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smaller than that of u, (which is the conditional kurtosis, given hJ. For the case 5-0, any

distributional assumption which allows for fourth order moments to exist wíll lead to

Kurt(y, ~~) z Kurt(u, ~~) as was shown by Hsieh (1989) using Jensen's inequality. Generally,

equality is obtained for Var(h,~~)-0, which corn,sponds to r-0 in our framework.

However, even if leverage is taken into account, the lower bound on the kurtosis of y, is still

equal to 9 for y equal to approzimately 0.1623, in which case moments of the observables

exist up to and including order 6. We remind the reader that under the Normality assumption

on u, the kurtosis implied for y, is typically much smaller and entirely determined by the

volatility process [see (2)]. As a result of the alternative stochastic specification, u, has

obtained very flexible tails, which are inherited by y,. So here we do not restrict ourselves

by starting from Normal or Student tails relying only on the mixing properties of the

volatility process to obtain more mass in the tails. We allow the data to decide which type

of tails they prefer, even up to near nonintegrability. From the definition of the model in (1),

it is clear that the time-varying volatility, h„ has a mean equal to

x
E(h~~u~l-exp( laa ; 2 ),

and that its squared variation coefficient is given by

VCLexp (sz) -1 . I91

In con[rast to y, and u„ all moments of h, exist. Note that, in our setup, the variance of u, is

not necessarily equal to one and often does not even ezist, so that we can not interpret h,

directly as the variance of y„ but here it rather represents the volatility factor that has an

autoregressive behaviour over time, thus accommodating the volatility clustering that is such

a stylized fact of financial time series. By allowing the thickness of the tails to be determined

by y, we reserve the properties of the volatility process to dictate the amount of volatility

clustering in the data. Thus, by pulling apart the sources of these two empirical regularities

through modelling them separately in terms of different parameters, we intend to improve

the interpretability and stability of our inference. Finally, Figure 1 plots some possible

sampling distributions corresponding to various values of y. As tails get fatter than Cauchy,

the "inlier" effect [see e.g. Nelson (1994)] is compensated by the fact that the sampling

density goes to zero at y,-0.
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3. POSTERIOR ANALYSLS

In order to complete the Bayesian model, we now have to specify a prior distribution

on the parameter space, which is (y,s,a,ó,o,:~ E R4xR~c(-1,1)xR'. We shall use the

following prior swcture:

P(Y. 8, a, ó, a..z) LP(T)P(~)P(a, b, o„z) ,

where we use the proper prior densities, defining B-(a ó)'

P(9, a~z) -f (6 9 az i z vo ~o ~ ~x ~ o~ vAo ) f~(av ~ 2, 2)I( b ~1),

(10)

i.e. a Normal-gamma density truncated in the dimension of ó with the notation as in DeGroot

(1970). For p(~) and p(ry) we will not specify any particular prior at this stage, but we will

choose proper densities. The latter assures us that there are no problems with the existence

of the posterior.

For the actual computations required to characterize the properties of the posterior

distribution we shall use the Gibbs sampler, a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method. Briefly,

it generates drawings from a joint distribution by sequentially sampling from the full

conditionals. The reader is referred to Gelfand and Smith (1990) or Casella and George

(1992) for an introduction. We use the data augmentation idea, introduced in Tanner and

Wong (1987), and construct a Gibbs sampler on (y,~,9,a; Z,ln(h)) with In(h) the T-

dimensional vector of all In(hJ. The structure of the Gibbs sampler is simplified in the case

where ~-0 (absence of correlation), so we shall present this case first. We stress that the

conditional distribution of ln(h) is very easy to draw from. As this constitutes a very large
fraction of the dimension in practical applications, a substantial computational advantage is

achieved. By running the Gibbs sampler, we generate drawings from the joint posterior and

thus we will easily obtain all the marginal distributions of the parameters and of ln(h). The

latter, in fact, solves the smoothing problem: the marginal posterior distribution of each h,

will be conditional on the entire vector y-(y~...yT)'.
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3.1 The Case Without Correlation

Here we have to draw from the Tf4 dimensional vector (ti,B,a,',ln(h)) which will

be split up into Tf3 separate Gibbs steps, Tf2 of which can be conducted easily, while the

remaining dimension will require a bit more thought. Let us present the relevant conditional

distributions; ln(h) needs to be split up in its T elements and for each we draw from

P(ln(hc)'h~c1,Y,e,a..',Y),

where h~ groups all elements of h-(h,...hT)' ezcept for h,. We can show that for t-2,..T-1

this density becomes

P(ln(hc) ~hc-1.hc,1.Yc,Y,6,a~ ) -

d[fN(ln(hc) ~ pc}~7 , a') I(ln(hc) sln(Y~) ) t

fX(ln(hc) { pc-~, a') I(ln(hc) ~ln(Yc) ) ] ,

with the following definitions:

a (1-ó) }b (ln(hc-,) aln(hc,l) )
~ca lfa, ~

a2a~- ~
ltó~ ,

d-1-~(
ln(Yc)-Pc- ~)-~( ln(Yc)-Pcr~) fl.

0 2Y a 2

(12)

This is what we shall call a Split-Normal distribution, with a discon[inuity at h,-y; and the

following mass to the left of that point:

P(ln(hc)sln(Y~))-d~( ln(YQ)-Wc-zY)

For brevity, the treatment of In(h,) and ln(h,.) is not discussed here, but in Appendix 1. The

distribution of B given all the rest will be characterized by

P(9~a..a.Y, ln (h) ,Y) afN(e~e,, a~A.l)

(1-ó')' exp[- 1-óa (ln(hl) -iaó )'] I(~ó~~i) .
2a~

(13)

where the usual Natural-Conjugate updating rules for the last T-1 observations lead to
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A~-Aot W~W
A~9~aAo8otW~ln (h~l~ ) .

Here we have defined W-(wz...w,.)' and w,-(1 ln(hF,))'. The extra factors in (13) are due

to the first observation and the prior restriction to stationarity, respectively. The conditional

posterior distribution of a-2 is simply

P(o;,'~A,7.ln(h).Y)sfr(o~ ~ vo2}2. 2~), (14)

with

to.~~ot (9-90) ~.~ ( A-9o) t
(ln(h~l~)-w8)~(ln(h~~~)-kE).(1-ó2) (ln(h,)-l~ó)'.

(15)

All these conditional distributions can be drawn from easily: the split-Normal distributions

in (11) can be generated by subsequently drawing a uniform and a Normal (see Appendix 2),

when~s (14) is a Gamma distribution. In (13) we have a Normal density function wncated

in one of its dimensions, mu)tiplied by a bounded factor, so that rejection sampling can be

applied. The final conditional distribution is the one for y, which takes the form:

P(7~6.0;,'.ln(h) .Y) ~
P(7) (TtY)-T exp-2 [7~c(ln(Y~)-ln(hc)) (16)

I(ln(hc) sln(Y~) ) -y~c{ln(y~) - ln(hc)) I(ln(hc) ~lnlY~) ) ]

from which it is clear that values for y can not be generated using standard methods.

However, the dimension of y is only one, so that virtually any numerical procedure will

work. In particular, an independence Metropolis chain can be used within the Gibbs sampler.

The Metropolis Algorithm [see Tierney (1991)] is based on a Markov chain, just like the

Gibbs sampler. The independence Metropolis chain generates candidate draws from some

fixed density, which are either accepted with a certain probability or rejected. In the latter

case, the chain remains at the current value. We take the rather noninformative exponential

prior for y with scale parameter equal to 1, thus fixing the prior mean at the value 1, which

corresponds to a Laplace distribution in (S). A reasonable generator distribution for the

Metropolis algorithm could be an Inverted Beta or Beta prime distribution
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P (Y) ~fre (T ~ a, b) ` B (a, b) Ye-i
(l.y) -t..bi (17)

[see Zellner (1971, p.375)] which has tails that will dominate the exponential tails of (16).

3.2 The Correlated CasP

In the more complicated case where ln(u,~ and v, aze correlated, by allowing for a

nonzero S in (5), we can sdll easily analyse the posterior through a Gibbs sampler, since the

conditional distribution for ln(hJ still takes the form of a split-Normal, to a close

approximation. We now need to draw in Tf5 dimensions from the vector (S,y,9,a,;2,ln(h))

which we will do in Tf 1 steps for each pass through the Gibbs sampler. Again, for the sake

of presentation, we shall give the conditionals for In(hJ, t-2,..T-1 in the main text, and

defer details concerning h, and hT to Appendix 1. The full conditional distribution for h, has

two distinct regimes, depending on whether S is lazger or smaller than a,,. In case that ~ L a,,,

we obtain:

P(ln(h~) ~ht-1.h~,1.Y~.~.Y.e,o;,~)a

e[fNlln(ht) ~W~- 2n,aZ)Z(ln(h~)sz~J(-1)t

fN(ln(h~) ~Wc} 22~,a~)I{ln(h~)~z~~-1}],

where we have used (12) and defined the quantities:

z~s~ (atbin(h~-1) ) - ln(yc) , 1~-~-1,
a~ a~

and where

z
~-( ~ [ (1-b),l-b) with probability 1~2

T tyb (~lti) with probability 1
Y~

a
y,lt 7 (Atl) with probabíZátyl-~

E -( 1 .y[(1-b)x-b] with probability
1tY~

(18)

The integrating constant in (18) is given by
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Z`~ 1-~` t~ )-~ ( Z`~ 1-F~c -a~ )}1 .
a z a L

In deriving ( 18), we have made the simpGfying assumption that ln(u,t,~t~v,t, takes positive

and negative values with the probabilities derived from its definition in (5). This

approximation avoids having to partidon the support of ln(hJ into four different regions, each

with their own associated Normal distribudon. It is lilcely to be a very close approximation

especially for small values of ~B, and empirical evidence strongly suggests that it does not

distort the results nor lead to divergence of the Gibbs sampler.

Using the same approximation, we find that if ~1 a„ the conditional for h, takes a

different split-Normal form:

P(ln(h~) ~h~-1,h~,1,Y~, a ,7,e,a;,a) a

k[fN(ln(h~) ~W~-2 q,a2)líln(h~)ZZ~x-1)t

fN(ln(h~) ~pc` 2~~,a')I{ln(h~)~z~~L-1}].

with the integrating constant

4-1-~ I
a 2 a 2

Z~~-i-~~ - af ) -~ ( Zc~
i-~~ }~ ) }1

(19)

Note that the different regimes, in fact, determine the sign of ~, as defined under (18).

As a result of the extra complication, the parameters now no longer have conditional

densities that we can easily generate psuedo-random variables from. In particular, under an

exponential prior with scale parameter 1 for y and a Normal prior for ~ with mean zero and

variance s2, their joint posterior density given ln(h) can be expressed as

~
P(~,7.e, o~'~ln(h) .Y) ~a~~...n

(7t Y)-T(1-d') ' I( ~b~~1)

exP- 2[27t óz t~.Y~c {llln(h~) -z~}I(~Lln(h~) Zz~)
v

-7~c (,lln(h~) -z~}Z(.iln(h~) ~z~) ] ,

(20)

where m. was defined in (IS). The fact that the indicator functions in (20) depend on S,6 and

a„2 in a different way for each observation, precludes deriving standard conditional

distributions for any of these parameters if T~ 1. As in the previous Subsection, the
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conditional for y does not take a tractable form either. However, ( I8) and (19) take care of

T dimensions and all that is left is to use a more sophisticated method to draw from the S

remaining dimensions. All these dimensions, corresponding to (~,y,B,a~;~ will be drawn

jointly in one Gibbs step, using a Metropolis independence chain. The generator func6on has

to draw a and ~ from R, d from the interval (- 1,1) and o,;' and y from the positive real line.

In practice, a strategy that works well is to use the conditionals for B and a,;' from the

uncorrelated case in ( 13) and ( 14) with somewhat inflated variances to generate candidate

values, in combination with (1T) for y. As a generator function for ~B we use an independent

Student t distribution with low degrees of freedom and sufficiently high spread.

3.3 A Nonlinear Mean Function

Now let us consider a somewhat more complicated model where y, is not centered

around zero, but around a mean function, varying over time, say, g(x„~ where x, contains

current and lagged exogenous variables as well as lagged y„ and ~ is a vector of unknown

coefficíents. The first equation in (1) will then be changed to

ln( fYc'9(xc, C) ]') -1n(h~) aln(u~) . (21)

Note that the general form in (21) covers autoregressive behaviour of the observable, a

modelling strategy used for asset returns in Nelson (1991) and JPR, and for daily exchange

rates in Hsieh (1989). However, note that in the empirical analyses in JPR the analysis of

~ is not conducted within the Bayesian framework. Rather, the series are prefiltered using

classical procedures, and the authors operate on the assumption that "information about the

mean is approximately independent of information regarding the variance parameters". In our

empirical work (Subsection 4.3), we shall compare this two-step approach with a fully

Bayesian analysis under reasonable and relatively uninformative priors on ~. As the

assumpdons in (1) preclude standard expressions for the conditional of ~, linearity of the

function g(.) does not facilitate matters, and we can keep the discussion in terms of a general

regression function throughout. The impact of adding this mean function will be relatively

minor for the expressions used in the Gibbs sampler. If we specify a prior p(~j where we do

not allow for prior dependence between ~ and any other parameters or ln(h), the only

consequences for the previously presented conditionals will be that ln(y,') is replaced by

ln([y;g(x,.;j]~ in (11), (12) and (16) as well as in the definition of ~, used in (18) and (19).
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In addidon, drawings for ~ will be conducted using a Metropolis step. The full

conditional distribution of ~ for the uncorrelated case of Subsection 3.1 is

P(~ ~7. 9, o;,', ln (h) ,Y) -P (t ~7, ln (h) , Y) ~
~

T h i 1 i
P(r) ~ [ ~ ] ~I{~Y~-9(xc, {) ~2h~ }x

c-i Yc-9(xc. Z)
.

h' '
[ c ]~ I(~yc-g(xc, Z) ~ th~}.

Yc-9(x~.r)

(22)

In the cace where leverage is allowed for (Subsection 3.2), this conditional distribution

becomes:

P(C~p,7.9, a;,2, ln (h) ,Y) a

P(C)~ [ eXP(~ ~) }?;I{z~sxln(hc) Ix
c-i hc

[ eXP (~z` ) } -' I{z~ ~ A ln (hc) ),
h~

(23)

where zi is defined as ~ with y,-g(x„(j instead of y,.

For the prior p(~j we shall take a diffuse Normal distribution around zero with

stationarity imposed through truncation in the case of an autoregressive structure. The

generator function for the Metropolis step in order to draw from (22) or (23) will be a

Student density function with low degrees of freedom to keep the tails thick enough.

4. SOME EMPIRICAL EXAMPLES

4,] Preliminaries

Let us first briefly summarize what it is that we wish to learn from the data. We shall

report moments of a11 parameters involved in the model used. In addition, )PR suggest some

quantities that are useful in describing the properties of the volatility process: the squared

variation ccefficient of the unconditional distribution of the elements of h, which is generally

given by VC defined in (9) and, assuming ó~ 0, the half-life of a shock to log volatility, say,

HL-1n(0.5)Iln(ó). However, unless ó is strictly bounded away from one, the moments of VC

and HL will not exist. Thus, we shall report only the graphs of the posterior densities of
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these quantities. Clearly, VC is helpful in evaluating the importance of the stochastics in the

volatility process, whereas HL sheds some light on volatility clustering. Other graphs will

be provided for b itself, which also informs us on the clustering, and y, which indicates the

tail behaviour of the measurement process.

The prior hyperparameters introduced in Section 3 will all be chosen such that the

influence of the prior is quite negligible with respect to the data information. Throughout,

we take Bo-O, Aa-0.0001'Iz, making the prior on B very diffuse around zero, ~ro-0.04,

vo-5, giving a,2 a prior mean of 125, but with a very small degree of confidence attached

to it. Furthermore, we take s', the prior variance of S, equal to 10, and the variance of the

Normal prior on j' is chosen to be 10,000'I. We remind the reader that for y an exponential

prior with scale parameter 1 was adopted. Thus, the prior is in all cases very diffuse.

We typically use a sequential implementation of the Monte Carlo Markov Chain. The

Gibbs sampler is first run for a while to obtain convergence, without recording the drawings,

which is usually denoted as the "burn-in". In our experience, a burn-in of roughly the sample

size T is sufficient to ensure that the sampler has converged to drawing from the invariant

distribution.

d? The Standard and Poor 500 Stock Price Index

First of all, we examine a series of daily changes in the log of the SBcP 500 stock

price index. The observation period runs from January 2, 1980 until December 30, 1987 and

thus we have 2023 data points. Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen (1992) use the same series and

prefilter it in order to remove systematic effect from both mean and variance. Here we use

the result of these preliminary adjustments, and do not explicitly specify a mean function.

The same filtered data was also used in JPR and Danielsson (1994). The Gibbs sampler was

run in two stages: first with a burn-in of 2000 and the next 5000 drawings being recorded.

Subsequently, the posterior means of the first run were used as starting values in a second

run with a burn-in of 2000 and 10,000 recorded drawings. Table 1 reports the moments of

model parameters, and Figure 2 plots the relative price changes y, with the posterior means

and standard deviations of volatilities h,. Clearly, periods of more erratic behaviour of the

series are characterized by higher mean volatilities. Standard deviations of h, are always

substantially lower than its mean, conveying some practical meaning to the inference on

volatilities. Figures 4-7 graphically depict the posterior density functions of b, y, VC and HL
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respectively (drawn lines correspond to the uncorrelated case). In comparison with the results

in JPR, we find a posterior mean for b indicating a higher degree of volatility clustering. On

the other hand, our posterior mean for the precision, o„', is higher than implicit from JPR.

Both effects roughly cancel out in the inference on the squared variation coefficient VC,

depicted in Figure 6. Comparing our results with the Simulated Maximum Likelihood

analysis of Danielsson (1994), we note that his estimate of VC is not far from our posterior

mode of 0.31. The posterior density for ti(Figure 5) concentrates the mass on tails in

between Cauchy and Student with 2 degrees of freedom for the data density. Thus, there is

substantial evidence that kurtosis of the data does not exis[, whereas the Normal framework

of JPR finds a mean kurtosis of 4.68 (using their reported mean for VC and the relation

between (2) and (9)). See also Engle (1994, p.396). A posidve posterior correlation of 0.59

between a and S has a stabilizing effect on the unconditional mean of ln(hJ, which is given

by al(1-b). Remember that a has most of its posterior mass on negative values here.

Due to the high degree of clustering, the values taken by h~ and hT are crucial. We

draw from those endpoint volatilities as described in Appendix 1. Fixing these instead at

arbitrary values would affect the inference on volatility for the entire sample, even with a

sample siu of 2023. This seems to be in contrast to a remark in Danielsson (1994, p.389),

but it should be kept in mind that we find more evidence of clustering here.

Allowing for a correlation between the error terms of inean and volatility processes

(~ nonuro), we find a small positive correlation between the error terms, indicating some

leverage effect. Again, posterior moments of the parameters are summariud in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the first two moments of the volatility, which is rather close

to that without allowing for the leverage effect (in Figure 2), yet displays an important

difference: positive price changes now tend to decrease the volatility. As a result, mean

volatility does not ezplode as much after the crash of 1987, but is tempered by the rewvery

immediately afterwards. The madel with ~-0, on the other hand, has no way of

distinguishing between positive and negative price movements, which makes the posterior

mean of volatility in Figure 2 much higher for that period. Figures 4-7 contain the posterior

densities of interest for the correlated case as well (dashed lines). It is clear that inference

on the tails is unaffected by this complication of the model. By allowing for nonzero S, we

obtain a higher degree of persistence, which carries over to the inference on HL. The

posterior means for precision is greater than in the uncorrelated case, but the net effect on
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the variation coefficient is quite small (see Figure 6). In conclusion, we note that allowing

for correlation between the error terms of ineasurement and volatility processes does, in this

example, tead to some evidence of the leverage effect (a negative correlation). As expected,

inference on volatility is not unaffected by this feature of the model. However, the evidence

for such an effect is not overwhelming.

Finally, we note that for the correlated c~se we found a parallel implementation of

the Gibbs sampler to work best. Here we retained only the last drawings of 500 parallel runs

of length 50. For the relative merits of sequential and parallel Gibbs samplers, see e.g.

Casella and George (1992) and Gelman and Rubin (1992). We stress that the final results as

presented here were the outcome of a careful process of experimenting with starting values,

Metropolis generators and Gibbs implementations. All results, in particular those on

volatilities, are very stable across different runs of the same model.

d 3 The Canadia-n Versus U S Dollaz Exchange Rate

The second data set consists of Bank of Canada spot rates for the Canadian versus

U.S. Dollar in the period January 2, 1975 to December 10, 1986 (T-3011). Melino and

Turnbull ( 1990) and JPR have analysed the same series. Geweke ( 1994a) models the first

difference of the logarithm of the exchange rate with a constant mean function. We use the

untransformed series with a linear mean function that consist of a constant term and y~,:

g(x„(j-~, f~2y,.,. Results are reported in Table 2 and Figure 8 in the same format as for the

previous example. We use a sequential Gibbs sampler with a burn-in of 2000 and base our

inference on the last 15,000 drawings. It is difficult to compare our results with those in JPR,

as they do not indicate what type of adjustment they made to reloca[e the data around zero.

Melino and Turnbull ( 1990) use a method of moments technique to analyse a model with the

same AR(1) mean function as we use, but with the usual Normality assumption. Our

posterior results in Table 2(column 1) are dramatically different from theirs: we find much

more evidence of volatility clustering and the precision of the volatility process has a mean

much above their point estimate. In Figures 10-13 drawn lines correspond to the case where

~ is left a free parameter. From Figure 10 it is clear that the posterior of b is massed away

from 1, in that P(b ~ 0.995) - 0.026. In addition, the posterior mean for j' is quite faz from

the point estimate reported in Melino and Turnbull (1990). The posterior mode of VC is

substantially smaller (less than one third) than the estimate found by Melino and Turnbull
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(1990). JPR report an even much higher estimate for VC (32 times our posterior mode). The

latter is undoubtedly partly the result of the nonexistence of the moments of VC (upon which

JPR base their estimators), but can also be explained in the following way: in our analysis,

thickness of tails is governed by y, and not by ~, whereas in the Normal model ~, and thus

VC (see (9)), needs to be large in order to accommodate a series with high kurtosis (given

in (2)). We separate the inference on tail behaviour from that on the stochastic properties of

the volatility process, so that low values for VC are not incompatible with thick tails. In this

example, tails are found to be around Cauchy tails, with relatively little uncertainty. From

Figure I 1 there is no posterior mass of y close to zero, so that tails thicker than Normal are

clearly indicated. The correlation coefficient between or and ó is highly negative at -0.997,

which again corresponds to a stabilizing effect for the unconditional mean of ]n(hJ (almost

all the posterior mass of a is now in the positive region). Even though Mahieu and Schotman

(1994) find imprecisely estimated volatilities on a number of exchange rate series, we obtain

posterior standard deviations of h, much smaller than their posterior means (see Figure 8).

An interesting issue is the effect of 'prefiltering" as conducted in the first ezample

here, as well as in many empírical studies (e.g. JPR). If we fix the values of ~ to their OLS

estimates: ~~-0.02696 and ~2-0.9996, which are close to the Method of Moments estimates

found by Melino and Turnbull (1990), we obtain very different results. Table 2 groups the

estimated posterior moments based on 8000 passes after a burn-in of 2000. There is now less

evidence of persistence in the volatility, which is obvious from the posterior density of b in

Figure 10 (dashed line). However, the most striking difference becomes obvious from an

examination of Figures 8 and 9. In Figure 8 we plot the original series y„ as well as the first

two volatility moments resulting from simultaneous inference on t and the rest of the

parameters and h,. The posterior mean of the volatilities h, indicated in Figure 8 is quite

substantial. Once we fix ~ to its OIS values, however, the resulting series has volatility

properties that are dramatically different: we are now clearly trying to model an entirely

different type of volatility behaviour. With fixed ~, the transformed series, as graphed in

Figure 9, has effectively lost most of its volatility, and it is clear that taking out the mean

through prefiltering (i.e. separately from the inference on the rest and without taking into

account the parameter uncertainty in ;j has very serious consequences for inference on h,.

We thus model the volatility of two very different time series, and the posterior moments of

h, are not at all comparable, as is obvious from a comparison of Figures 8 and 9. Especially
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the vola[ility level is very different: as posterior means of h, are of the order 10 for the full

Bayesian model on the original data, they become a factor 500 smaller if we prefilter the

data. This huge discrepancy can not be attributed to the properties of u„ as the tails of this

error term are even somewhat thicker in the first case (see Figure 11). Such crucial

differences are best seen through the plots, even though the posterior mean of a of course

points in the same direction. Also, the precision of the volatility process becomes much

smaller and msults aze generally closer to those in Melino and Turnbull (1990) and JPR if

we fiz ~. As an example, the squared variation coefficient (Figure 12) now has most of its

posterior mass in the range in betwetn the estimates of these previous studies.

It is thus not a matter of indifference whether one prefilters the data or not. Clearly,

for purposes of inference on volatilities it can lead to dramatic differences. Information about

the mean function, at least in this example, does not seem to be "approximately independent"

from that concerning the volatility. We would azgue that a good strategy is to use the

untransformed series and simultaneously infer on its mean function and the other model

parameters and latent variables.
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S. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, we have explored to what extent a different stochastic

assumption on the measurement process of a stochastic volatility model helps us in drawing

posterior inference from financial time series. We show that our proposed stochastics lead

to a more flexible modelling of the series' tail behaviour, and a relatively easy numerical

analysis of the model through Gibbs sampling combined with an independence Metropolis

chain. In addition, the model we use clearly distinguishes between persistence properties of

the unobserved volatilities and the tail behaviour of the observed series. We allow for an

explicit introduction of the leverage effect in the case of stock returns, and inference on the

parameters describing a possibly nonlinear mean function.

The theoretical framework is illustrated through two empirical examples, the Standard

and Poor S00 stock price index and the exchange rate of the Canadian versus the US Dollar.

In both examples, we find more evidence of volatility clustering than previous studies, and

substantially thicker tails than generally assumed. This is in accordance with the findings of

Mahieu and Schotman (1994), who remark that'explicitly incorporating fat-tailed innovations

increases the estimates of the persistence of volatility dynamics". Due to the high degree of

clustering, careful inference on the end-point volatilities, h, and hT, is important even in large

samples. Finally, we find some evidence of the leverage effect in the stock price series that

we analyse, and notice serious distortions in the inference on volatilities due to prefiltering

the exchange rate data.
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Appendix 1: Conditional Distributions for In(h,) and In(t~.).

The treatment of the volatilities corresponding to the endpoints of the sample is
somewhat different from those for other periods, as an obvious consequence of the
autoregressive nature of the volatility process.

To complete the stochastic specification of the sampling model, it is assumed that
ln(h,) follows the marginal distribution of log volatility, i.e. ln(h,)-N(al(1-b), a„zl(1-b~).
The conditional posterior distribution of in(h,) to be used in the Gibbs sampler then becomes
for ~(1-b~" C Q,,:

P(ln(hl) Ihtu,Y, a,Y,9,o~)~

P(ln(hl) ~hz,Y1,p,Y.e,a~)~
z

fN(ln (h,) ~ Wi- 2"tl,, o~) I(ln ( h,) sz,.lll}t
z

fN(ln (h,) ~ Wl} 2"fl, a~) I(ln (hl) ~z1Ai'),

where we have defined

W1-atbin(hz) ,

z1- a~ -ln (Yi ) ,
a
~1- 1-b -1~

a"

and we use the following random variables:
z

7 (Jll-~) withprobabilityl~

~li'( ~
Y

1t~Y wí thprobabi1i ty 1Y o" 1tYz

.l1Yt-~ withpzobability~

~1-{ YO" 1rY

(A1)

(A2)

Y(.ll--~) withprobabilitylt z" Y

Again, we have made the simplifying assumption that In(uzz)f~vz is in the positive or
negative regime with its associated sampling probabilities. Clearly, we obtain a split-Normal
distribution much like the one in (18), but with some adjustments. For S(1-bz)" 10,,, which
corresponds to ~, ~ 0, the conditional for h, takes a different split-Normal form:

P(ln(hl) ~hz,Y,,a.Y,e,a~)~
a

fN(ln(hl) ~W1- 2"t)l,u~)I{ln(hl)2zl,li1)t

z
fN(ln(hl) ~W142El,a~)I{ln(hl)~z,Ail?,

(A3)

which is similar to (19). The same simplifying assumption was made. In the case ~-0 this
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approximation becomes exact, while only the former regime applies, and (A1) specializes to
(11) with o replaced by o„ and t-1, using the definition of lc, in (A2).

For ln(h,) we deduce a fu)1 oonditional which takes different split-Normal forms
depending on the ratio ~la,,, as is the case for t-2,..T-1. In particular, for ~BCa, or
),-(Sla„)-1 ~0, we obtain:

P(ln(hr) ~h~~.Y,(i,Y,9.a;')-

P(ln(hT) ~hr,.1,YT,~,Y,6,o~z)~
z

fN(ln(hT) ~pr2~~1,a~11(ln(h,.)szrd-'}t
Y

fN(ln (hT) ~ Wr` a2Y 1, o~) I(ln (hT) ~z,Jt-1},

with the definition

(A4)

WT-afdln (hT-1) , (AS)

and where zr is defined as in Subsection 3.2. For ~ 1 a, the conditional for h, becomes

P(ln(hT) ~hT-1.YT.~.Y,e.a..a)~
z

fN(ln(hr) ~{~r'Z~~l,a~)I{ln(hT)ZZ~-1). (A6)
Y

fN( ln (hT) ~ WT} a2Y x, a~) Itln (hT) ~z~Jl-1},

For the uncorrelated case this leads to a distribution which is symmetric to that of h„ with
indices changed and using (AS).

Appendix 2: Drawing from split-Normal and skewed exponential distributions.

Generating pseudo-random numbers from both the split-Normal and the skewed
ezponential distributions can be done in the same fashion. The essential characteristic that
these distributions share is that they differ between two regimes, partitioning the support, but
that they are very easy to draw from given a particular regime.

If we have the following split-Normal distribution:

P(x~ Wi, Frz, ai, ai, a) -c[fN(x ~ P~, ai) I(xsa) t
fN(x~ Wz, oi) I (x)a) ] ,

where the integrating constant c is

c-'-~ ( a-pl ) -~ ( a-pz ) tl,al az

(A7)

then the probability that xsa is given by
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Prob(xsa) -c~ ( a-~1 )
ol

Thus, a natural strategy to draw x consists in:

1. draw a Uniform random variable u in [O,1J
2. if ucc ~((a-~,)la~ then draw x from a N(P,,a,)

else draw x from a N(~,a~.

( 716 )

For a skewed exponentially distributed y, we can follow the same type of reasoning;
we will only treat in detail the case q-1 as that is relevant for the present paper. If
y- SEP(y, l) then we can derive that Prob(y c 0)-( l t~~', leading to the following
algorithm to draw a value for y:

1. draw a Uniform random variable u in [0,1]
2. if uc(ItyZ)-' then draw -y from a Gamma(1,(yl2))

else draw y from a Gamma(1,(2yr').
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Table 1: Posterior Moments for SBcP 500 Series

uncorrelated case
mean ( s.dev.)

correlated case
mean (s.dev.)

y 0.7224 (0.0237) 0.7370 (0.0313)
a -0.0027 (0.0025) -0.0013 (0.0020)

ó 0.9894 (0.0063) 0.9954 (0.0026)

a,;~ 173.4 (72.03) 370.4 (56.1)
~ 0.1637 (0.1183)
corr. -0.0527 (0.0380)

Table 2: Posterior Moments for Canadian Exchange Rate Series

simultaneous case
mean (s.dev.)

prefiltered case
mean (s.dev.)

ry 1.0001 (0.0187) 0.7438 (0.0251)
o~ 0.0254 (0.0077) -0.0811 (0.0269)
ó 0.9890 (0.0033) 0.9786 (0.0071)

a„z 1195.7 (190.2) 50.87 (17.47)
~, -0.3434 (0.0856) 0.02695896 (0)
~Z 0.9663 (0.0007) 0.99957271 (0)
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Figure 8: Canadian ~ versus U.S. ~ Exchange Rate
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